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Directional energy transfer in columnar liquid crystals: A computer-simulation study

Corrado Bacchiocchi and Claudio Zannoni
Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica ed Inorganica, Universita`, Viale Risorgimento, 4, 40136 Bologna, Italy

~Received 24 November 1997; revised manuscript received 16 April 1998!

We have investigated energy transfer between solute molecules in systems of discotic Gay-Berne molecules
forming columnar as well as isotropic and nematic mesophases, employing computer experiments that combine
Monte Carlo simulations of the phase structure and a stochastic approach to the transfer. The time-dependent
excitation probability and the mean square displacement of the initial excitation show an enhanced energy
transfer in the columnar phase, with a faster energy transfer along the column axis.@S1063-651X~98!08308-1#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 82.20.Rp, 87.15.2v, 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy transfer~ET! provides a fast and efficient way o
transporting excitation energy in condensed phases from
initially excited molecule to one further away@1#. In natural
photosynthetic systems a radiationlessdipole-dipole, or För-
ster, type mechanism has been invoked to explain the r
excitation hopping from one chlorophyll molecule of th
light-harvesting antenna system to another until the pho
synthetic reaction center is reached@2,3#. The process take
place over long distances~40–50 Å! and it appears to be
particularly interesting system for transporting excitation e
ergy. Indeed a number of recent works~see, e.g.,@4,5#! have
proposed rational molecular designs for artificial light h
vesting antennas based on building dendrimeric superm
ecules@6# or assemblies of multiporphyrin@4# or phtalocya-
nines@5# pigments in ordered films.

It is therefore not surprising that much interest also ex
in finding ways of channeling this transport, which can,
principle, occur over all space, along a certain specific dir
tion.

Columnar discotic mesophases@7# consist of stacks of
mesogenic molecules that seem particularly interesting
molecular materials for strongly directional transfer. In
idealized sense they constitute a sort of bundle of molec
wires, with a discotic core surrounded by alkyl chains se
rating the columns. The columns themselves often hav
certain regular structure, for instance, hexagonal in the p
perpendicular to the columns, providing a kind of bundle
would-be molecular wires. It should also be mentioned t
there are many possibilities of changing the molecular des
of the columns. Indeed, even though columnar systems a
relatively recent acquisition to the liquid-crystal family, the
exists an already very large and continuously growing v
ety of mesogenic cores@8,9#, which can also effectively ac
as host for guest chromophores. Moreover, the radius of
disks and the spacing between the columns can be varied
instance, by changing the length of the chains normally
tached to the cores. Fast photoconduction along the col
axis has also been definitely demonstrated by Ringsdorf
co-workers in highly ordered discotics@10#.

As far as ET is concerned, pioneering investigations
energy migration in columnar phases have been perform
particularly on hexakis-n-alkoxytriphenylene, by Markovits
and co-workers using steady state and time-resolved lu
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nescence studies on the pure compound@11# and in the pres-
ence of perylene energy acceptors@12#. However, a full un-
derstanding of ET is intrinsically complicated because
transfer rate depends, as we shall recall later on@13#, on the
positions and orientations of the molecules exchanging
ergy. Thus in setting up a modeling procedure for ET in
certain condensed phase a proper accounting of
positional-orientational pair distributions and of their tem
perature dependence is essential.

In columnar systems it is also important to examine
conditions for having transfer mainly confined within a co
umn ~energy guide effect! as opposed to intercolumn hop
ping ~leakage!.

We have recently proposed a simple yet powerful meth
of tackling the ET problem that consists of coupling a co
puter simulations calculation of equilibrium positions a
orientations of all molecules of a certain system and a M
kovian simulation of the transfer process@14#. In a first ap-
plication, we have employed the method to simulate the
fect of a phase change from isotropic to nematic and sme
in a system of Gay-Berne rodlike molecules@15# containing
a certain concentration of chromophores and we have sh
how the ordering and particularly the smectic layering ca
changes in the anisotropy of the transfer rate and in the
larization anisotropy of the emitted fluorescence@14#. This
Monte Carlo–Markov method seems to be ideally suited
treat the problem of ET in discotic molecular systems t
form columnar mesophases, that we have chosen to ta
here.

II. ENERGY TRANSFER

In the Förster type of ET a ‘‘donor’’ and an ‘‘acceptor’’
molecule are coupled by a dipole-dipole resonance mec
nism. The excitation energy is transferred nonradiativ
from the originally excited donor with an average rate th
can be written as

kDA~ t !5a
Q0

n4tK k2~ r̂DA ,mD ,mA!

r DA
6 L

t

E
0

` f ~ ñ !e~ ñ !

ñ4 dñ,

~1!

where a is a numerical constant@1,13#, t and Q0 are the
lifetime and the quantum yield of the donor in the absence
transfer,n is the scalar refractive index of the medium,r DA is
3237 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3238 PRE 58CORRADO BACCHIOCCHI AND CLAUDIO ZANNONI
the separation between the two molecules. We shall later
t as a time scaling factor. The integral is the overlap betw
f ( ñ), the fluorescence intensity of the donor ande( ñ) the
absorption coefficient of the acceptor in the wave num
range ñ to ñ1dñ, normalized so that*0

` f ( ñ)dñ51. The
anisotropic quantityk( r̂DA ,mD ,mA) depends on the uni
vectorsmD , mA defining the orientation of the transition mo
ments for donor and acceptor with respect to the labora
frame, as well as on the donor-acceptor separation unit
tor r̂DA at time t:

k~ r̂DA ,mD ,mA!5mD•mA23~mD• r̂DA!~mA• r̂DA!. ~2!

The angular brackets in Eq.~1! define a two-particle spatial
orientational-time average over the positions and orientat
of particlesA and D between the start of excitation~time
zero! and a later observation timet. In isotropic systems and
when the Fo¨rster rate can be isotropically averaged over o
entations one has

FIG. 1. Experimental geometry considered in the simulatio
The exciting plane polarized light parallel(v) or perpendicular(h)
to the director~assumed alongZ! propagates along theY axis and
impinges on the sample placed at the origin. The emitted fluo
cence is observed through a polarizer along theY axis.

FIG. 2. Theface-to-face~a! andside-by-side~b! configurations
for two Gay-Berne disklike particles.
se
n

r

ry
c-

ns

-

kDA5
1

t S R0

r DA
D 6

. ~3!

The ‘‘Förster radius’’R0 represents the critical distance
which transfer and radiative decay are equally probable
has the following expression:

R0
65a

2Q0

3n4 E
0

` f ~ ñ !e~ ñ !

ñ4 dñ, ~4!

obtained averaging the orientation factork2 over a random
orientational distribution of molecules to get the value2

3 . It is
useful to employ this definition ofR0 as an indication of the
spatial range of the transfer also in the more general cas
anisotropic media even if the orientational average ofk2 will
then be different from case to case.

The combined average in Eq.~1! is extremely compli-
cated to evaluate and a number of simplifying assumpti
are normally made. Since ET is much faster than molecu
translation and reorientation, it is often~but with some no-
table exceptions@16,17#! assumed, as we shall do here, th
equilibrium positions and orientations of the molecules
frozen while the transfer process takes place. The assu

.

s-

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the Gay-Berne system at the selected
peratures.~a! T* 520.0~b! T* 58.0, ~c! T* 54.0, ~d! T* 51.0. The
gray level of each molecule is related to the orientation of the m
lecular symmetry axis with respect to the director~white if parallel,
black if perpendicular!.

TABLE I. The chosen Gay-Berne state points and the de
times ^tET& for 128 donors andR051.0ss .

T* Phase ^P2& ~Ref. @15#! ^tET&

1.0 Columnar 0.99260.002 0.3046 0.002
4.0 Columnar-Nematic 0.90360.005 0.35060.004
8.0 Nematic 0.6166 0.030 0.35560.005
20.0 Isotropic 0.04860.017 0.36360.007
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tions mentioned reduce the calculation to a two-parti
static average of the dynamic transfer evolution, which, ho
ever, is still a major problem, since it requires the pair d
tribution of the chromophores. The various current theor
@18–21# do not allow for correlations between the orient
tions of the luminescent molecules, a particularly import
aspect for anisotropic systems@22# that we wish instead to
tackle here.

In previous treatments of ET in columnar systems@11,12#
only truly one dimensional~i.e., intracolumnar! processes
have normally been treated. An exception is a recent wor
Markovitsi and collaborators@23# where, however, a prede
termined distribution of centers on a regular lattice was
sumed. This clearly prevents the possibility of studying
effect of temperature within a certain phase and of a tra
tion from one phase to a different one.

III. THEORETICAL MODELING

Following our previous treatment@14#, we consider ET
under the assumption that the fluorescence decay and en
migration take place on a time scale much shorter than
of molecular translations and reorientations, a limit whe
the viscosity is assumed to be so high or in any case rota
so slow that there is no rotational depolarization of emit
fluorescence.

The incoherent transfer of electronic energy is assume
be a stochastic Markov process with hopping betweenNc
states corresponding to the chromophore molecules invo
@24–28#. In this description of the process evolution we
not follow the individual excitation jumps from pigment t
pigment but we calculate theprobability pi(t) of the excita-
tion being on moleculei at time t.

The definition of the master equation that describes
time evolution ofpi(t) and its solution are presented in@14#
with the quantities of interest for our study: the excitati
decay of the initially excited donorGs(t), the characteristic
decay time^tET& and the fluorescence anisotropyr (t). For
the calculation ofr (t) we use here a set of equations app
priate to the columnar structure of the system and to
planar location of the transition dipoles that we assume
the discotic molecules. We consider the experimental ge
etry in Fig. 1 with excitation polarization parallel or perpe

FIG. 4. Excitation ProbabilityGs for the four examined tem-
peratures; 128 donors,R051.0ss . ~a! T* 51.0, ~b! T* 54.0, ~c!
T* 58.0, ~d! T* 520.0.
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dicular to the director~assumed alongZ!, i.e., vertical(v) or
horizontal(h) and introduce the respective anisotropy rat
r i(t),

r v~ t !5
I ZZ~ t !2I ZX~ t !

I ZZ~ t !12I ZX~ t !
, ~5!

r h~ t !5
I XX~ t !2I XZ~ t !

I XX~ t !12I XZ~ t !
. ~6!

We derive the expressions for the intensitiesI i i (t) and
I i j (t) from the theory of time-dependent fluorescence de
larization in liquid crystals developed in Refs.@14,29,30#.
We consider a system of molecules with the symmetry a
of orientations (a i ,b i), and in practice here we concentra
on disk shape pigments. We can explicitly define the ori
tation (mx ,my ,mz) of the transition dipole, that we conside
perpendicularto the symmetry axis as

mx
~ i !5cosa i cosb i cosg i2sin a i sin g i ,

my
~ i !5sin a i cosb i cosg i1cosa i sin g i , ~7!

FIG. 5. Polarization Anisotropy for the four examined tempe
tures; 128 donors,R051.0ss . ~a! T* 51.0, ~b! T* 54.0, ~c! T*
58.0, ~d! T* 520.0. ~a! r v(t), vertical excitation;~b! r h(t), hori-
zontal excitation.
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mz
~ i !52sin b i cosg i ,

whereg i is the angle of a rotation around the molecular ax
We choose this rotation at random accordingly with t
uniaxial symmetry of the molecule. The expressions for
intensities become

I ZZ~ t !5K mz
~ i !~0!2(

j 51

Nc

pj
i ~ t !mz

~ j !~ t !2L
con f

, ~8!

FIG. 6. Mean-square dimensionless displacement^r 2(t)& for the
four examined temperatures; 128 donors,R051.0ss . ~a! T* 51.0,
~b! T* 54.0, ~c! T* 58.0, ~d! T* 520.0.
.

e

I ZX~ t !5K mz
~ i !~0!2(

j 51

Nc

pj
i ~ t ! 1

2 @mx
~ j !~ t !21my

~ j !~ t !2#L
con f

,

~9!

I XX~ t !5K 1
2 @mx

~ i !~0!21my
~ i !~0!2#

3(
j 51

Nc

pj
i ~ t ! 1

2 @mx
~ j !~ t !21my

~ j !~ t !2#L
con f

,

~10!

I XZ~ t !5K 1

2
@mx

~ i !~0!21my
~ i !~0!2#

3(
j 51

Nc

pj
i ~ t !mz

~ j !~ t !2L
con f

, ~11!

wherepj
i (t) is the probability for thejth molecule of being

excited at timet, after having excited theith at time 0 in a
certain configuration, calculated as in Ref.@14#.

Even in a frozen system, where no rotational depolariz
tion exists, the emitted fluorescence radiation will be dep
larized by the ET process, as long as the order is not co
plete. Indeed at very long times, when excitation an
emission can be assumed to be uncorrelated, it is possible
obtain the second rank order parameter^P2& from the pla-
teau valuesr i(`) @29#.
its
the level
FIG. 7. Three-dimensional representation of the time evolution of the excitation probability forT* 520.0 ~isotropic phase!, R0

51.0ss , for different time steps:t* 50.00 ~a!, t* 50.05 ~b!, t* 50.10 ~c!, t* 51.0 ~d!. The gray level of each molecule is related to
excitation probability according to the palette shown: the histogram and the numbers on the right give the number of molecules with
of excitation probability~normalized to 103) indicated on the left. Only the chromophore system is shown.
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 forT* 51.0 ~columnar phase!.
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2
^P2&, ~12!

r h~`!5
^P2&~61^P2&!

1225^P2&
2 . ~13!

This is particularly important for structural investigation
because it shows that the orientational order parameter
the pigment can be obtained from a suitable concentra
depolarization experiment even when an ordinary rotatio
depolarization study, based on low concentration meas
ments, is useless because of the high viscosity of the solv

Another quantity that we have found useful to descr
the evolution of the ET process is the mean square dim
sionless displacement^r 2(t)& of the excitation from the ini-
tial site defined as

^r 2~ t !&5K (
j 51

Nc

pj~ t !•~r j /ss!
2L

con f

, ~14!

where pj (t) represents the excitation probability of thejth
molecule placed at a distancer j from the initially excited one
and ss is the width of the discotic molecule, here used
unit of length~see next section!.

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

We consider a solute-solvent system formed of diskl
ellipsoidal molecules interacting with the Gay-Berne~GB!
potential @31#, an anisotropic and shifted version of th
attractive-repulsive Lennard-Jones 6-12 interaction, wh
or
n

al
e-
nt.
e
n-

s

e

re

the strengthe and the range parameters depend on the
orientations of the two particles and on their intermolecu
separation vector.s also depends on molecular paramete
such as the widthss , and the thicknessse of the disk~Fig.
2!. The GB potential is particularly interesting for the prese
work because, by choosing suitable parameters, it can
model columnar mesophases@32#. Its explicit form is

UGB* ~ ûi ,ûj ,r !54ese~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ !

3F H se

r 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ !1se
J 12

2H se

r 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ !1se
J 6G ~15!

with unit vectorsûi , ûj defining the orientation of the axis o
particlesi and j; r5r j2r i[r r̂ the intermolecular vector o
lengthr. The rather complicated anisotropic contact distan
s(ûi ,ûj , r̂ ) and interaction energye(ûi ,ûj , r̂ ) are defined as
in @31#. We employ a parametrization related to that used
Emerson, Luckhurst, and Whatling in@32# and originally
based on the dimensions of a triphenylene core, nam
shape anisotropyse /ss50.345, interaction anisotropy
ee /es55, but using instead energy parametersm51 andn
53 as in Ref.@15#. This different choice has the effect o
lowering the well depths of theface-to-faceandside-by-side
configurations~Fig. 2!, thus enhancing the formation of
highly ordered columnar phase@33,34#. More interestingly
with this parametrization the array of columns presents
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hexagonal structure, as found in various real systems@11,12#,
rather than a rectangular one as in Ref.@32#. In preparation
of the ET study, we have first performed canonical~constant
number of particlesN, volumeV, temperatureT! simulations
at the same scaled densityr* [Nss

3/V: r* 52.5, N5103 to
approximately locate the phase boundaries.ss and es are
used as molecular units of length and energy. The cu
radius adopted isr c51.4ss . We have then chosen fou
scaled temperaturesT* [kT/es corresponding to differen
phases. In Table I we report the selected temperatures
the type of mesophase obtained and the order param
^P2&, calculated as in Ref.@15#. In Fig. 3 ‘‘snapshots’’ of the
molecular configurations corresponding to the selected t
peratures are reported. For each temperature 104 equilibrium
configurations were generated in order to calculate the s
troscopic observables. We assume for simplicity that

FIG. 9. Energy transfer probability density functio
Gs

„cos(br),t… for propagation at an angleb r with respect to the
director. HereR051.0ss , 128 donors:~a! T* 51.0 ~columnar
phase!, ~b! T* 520.0 ~isotropic phase!.
ff

ith
ter

-

c-
e

chromophore solutes and the solvent molecules have
same interaction potential. Thus, after the standard Metro
lis Monte Carlo ~MC! method has been used to genera
equilibrium configurations,Nc5128 chromophores are se
lected at random out of the total ofN. The ET process then
takes place only among these particles; in order to imitate
infinite system we make use of periodic boundary conditio
with the so-called minimum image convention. For this p
ticular chromophore arrangement theNc3Nc transition ma-
trix is constructed and diagonalized, next the observables
calculated. The average over the above mentioned 104 con-
figurations takes about 2 h on aHP-735 work station using
BLAS and LAPACK @35,36# Fast Matrix Multiply and diago-
nalization routines@35,36#.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Fig. 4 we plot the decayGs(t) for the four examined
temperatures with range parameterR051.0ss and Nc5128
donors. We can see that there is a faster decay of the in
excitation in the columnar phase~curve a! although the ef-
fect is not large. It is interesting to observe that from t
isotropic to the highly orientationally ordered phase atT*
54.0, close to the nematic-columnar transition, the de
results mostly unaffected by the increase of orientational
der. We believe that the positional order, due to the colum
arrangements, is responsible for the faster decay observe
the phase atT* 51.0. This can be observed also in Table
where we report the calculated characteristic decay tim
^tET&. We consider this behavior as a confirmation of t
conclusions obtained in our previous work@14#.

Particularly important is the effect of phase transform
tion on the polarization anisotropy. In Fig. 5~a! we display
plots for r v(t) at R051.0ss and 128 donors. This quantit
depends strongly from the order and we see a consider
difference between the four cases. It must be stressed tha
experimental geometry considered in the calculation ofr v(t)
does not appear to be the most appropriate for the hig
ordered phases. Indeed, as the order increases, particula
the columnar phase, a molecule withm in the disk plane will
absorb less and less radiation when the excitation is vert
It is therefore useful to consider also the anisotropyr h(t)
obtained from a horizontal excitation. The result forr h(t) is
shown in Fig. 5~b!.

In Fig. 6 we show plots of the mean square dimensionl
displacement̂ r 2(t)& for the four examined temperatures
R051.0ss and 128 donors. The basic profile of the curve
with a maximum, results from the competition between t
spatial evolution of the fluorescence excitation and the fl
rescence decay. This quantity gives an indication of the
tance that the excitation can reach from the site in which
was originated and as for theGs(t) it is possible to notice the
difference in the behavior of the ET in the columnar pha
with respect to the other examined phases.

The change in the evolution process brought about by
formation of the columnar phase is better illustrated in
next two pictures~Figs. 7 and 8!. Here we show a three
dimensional representation of the chromophore system
of the time evolution of the excitation transfer for an isotr
pic and an highly ordered columnar system. For clarity
do not show the whole GB system but only the molecu
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involved in the transfer process. The gray level of each m
ecule is related to its excitation probability according to t
palette shown: the histogram and the numbers on the r
give the number of molecules that possess a certain leve
excitation probability and the value is indicated by the nu
bers on the left multiplied by 103. We see that the propaga
tion of excitation from the initial event is essentially sphe
cal in the isotropic phase~Fig. 7!. On the contrary, in the
columnar phase~Fig. 8!, propagation proceeds mostly alon
the columns, thus not only with greater speed but also
nonspherical way.

This can be quantified calculating the probability dens
for molecules at separation vector directionr̂ i j as a function
of the orientation of r̂ i j with respect to the directorn,
Gs

„cos(br),t…

Gs
„cos~b r !,t…5^d„r̂ i j •n2cos~b r !…pj

i ~ t !&con f , ~16!

wherepj
i (t)[p(r i j , r̂ i j ,t) is the probability for a moleculej,

at a separationr i j from the initially excited moleculei of
being excited at timet. The plot of the configuration aver
aged quantityGs

„cos(br),t… at two temperatures in the co
lumnar and isotropic phase~Fig. 9! does indeed support th
indication of the snapshots in Figs. 7 and 8 of a stron
anisotropic ET in the ordered mesophase.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined energy transfer in a liquid crystal t
can give columnar phases using a combination of comp
simulations of the equilibrium structure of the system with
em
.
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e,
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-
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l-
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solution of the master equation for the time evolution of E
that allows full inclusion of positional and orientational ord
and correlations. We have examined the effects of a ph
change, from isotropic, to nematic and columnar, on
qualitative and quantitative features of the ET for a set
chromophores dissolved at a certain concentration. We h
found, from the observation of the excitation probabili
evolving in space~Figs. 7 and 8! that as the system organize
itself in columns, the excitation transfer is more effecti
along the columns.

The results obtained from our simulations suggest
study of disklike mesogens with increased molecular dia
eter to thickness ratio. This modification, obtained expe
mentally e.g., using longer substituents around the m
sogenic core of the molecule, should lead to columnar pha
with more separation between adjacent columns but the s
intracolumnar spacing, thus enhancing the transferalong the
columns. The control of the shape anisotropy paramete
well as of the coupling radiusR0 may allow the design of a
molecular system characterized by larger modifications
the rate and extension of the ET process when it crosses
nematic-columnar phase transition. This in turn could of
interesting possibilities of quasi-one-dimensional transfer
materials that are self-assembling and, being fluid, s
healing.
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